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 .We study simultaneous binary collision SBC singularities of L binaries in the
planar N-body problem, 2 L F N. We introduce the generalized Levi-Civita trans-
formation and follow it by a new transformation which we call the projective
transformation near a SBC singularity. We use this transformation to show the
following near a SBC singularity:
 .1 In the generalized Levi-Civita variables, near a SBC singularity, the collec-
tion of collision and ejection orbits together with the singularity form a real
 .analytic submanifold, which we call the collision]ejection CE manifold.
 .  .  .2 Let R R be the collection of SBC SBE orbits in phase space, i.e,. inc e
the original variables. Then, both R and R are real analytic.c e
 .3 Each collision orbit corresponds to a unique ejection orbit. Together, they
form a real analytic orbit in the generalized Levi-Civita variables, which we call a
collision]ejection orbit.
 .  .  .4 Let C ; R E ; R be a submanifold of initial conditions that end startc e
 .  .in a simultaneous binary collision ejection singularity. We show that C E can
 .be chosen to be a real analytic submanifold of codimension 1 in R R , and thatc e
 .the correspondence in item 3 above defines a real analytic section mapping from
C to E.
 .5 Collision and ejection orbits can be collectively analytically continued, i.e.,
each collision]ejection orbit can be written as a convergent power series in t1r3,
with coefficients that depend real analytically on the initial conditions in C.
 .6 SBC orbits of J - L binaries do not accumulate on any SBC orbit of L
binaries.
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 .7 A single binary collision singularity in the N-body problem is real analytic
block-regularizable.
We also give the asymptotic behaviour of collision and ejection orbits. Q 1996
Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
w xIn 1906 Sundman 17 showed that any solution of the three-body
problem that ends in a single binary collision as t p 0 can be written as a
convergent power series in a new time variable t s t1r3. Thus, such a
 .solution is real analytic in the new time t . If x t is a solution of the
 .n-body problem, then so is x yt . Thus, a solution such as the one studied
by Sundman can be analytically continued in the complex t plane to an
 .ejection solution which ends in a collision as t o 0 . This is known as
w x w xanalytic continuation or branch regularization 9 . In 1941 Siegel 14 showed
that most solutions of the three-body problem that end in a triple collision
are not branch-regularizable. He actually showed that any such solution
can be written as a convergent power series in a new time t s tg. Only
those solutions for which g is rational and has an odd denominator can be
branch regularized. He also showed that the collection of triple-collision
solutions forms a C` submanifold in phase space.
In all of the above-mentioned work explicit power series expansions
were used and the method of majorant was used to prove conversion. This
method succeeded only with a single collision orbit at a time, but it did not
lend itself to the study of the totality of collision orbits. It did not take
advantage of the geometric nature of the singularity; in fact, it hid it.
w xIn 6 we gave a complete description of the behaviour of nearby orbits
and the flow near the SBC singularity in three dimensions. We did this by
blowing up the singularity to a collision manifold, showing the existence of
integrals of motion on the collision manifold, and integrating the flow on
the collision manifold explicitly.
w x w xIn 6 and 15 it was shown that the simultaneous binary collision
singularity is C 0 block-regularizable, i.e., the section mapping from colli-
sion and near-collision orbits to ejection and near-ejection orbits is a
homeomorphism. The strongest result on the smoothness of this section
w xmapping was obtained by the author 4 : In the collinear n-body problem,
any simultaneous binary collision singularity is C1 block-regularizable, i.e.,
the section mapping is a C1 diffeomorphism.
In this work we study the collective branch regularization of simultane-
 .ous binary collision SBC singularities of L binaries in the planar N-body
 .problem, 2 L F N. Simultaneous binary ejection SBE singularities are
simultaneous binary collisions in reverse time.
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In Section 1, we give some preliminaries and state the main results. In
Section 2, we introduce the generalized Levi-Civita variables; we do not
introduce any time rescaling, however. As we will see, any time rescaling
near a SBC will stop the vector field and create a degenerate submanifold
.of rest points. Instead, in Section 3, we introduce a new transformation,
which we call the projecti¨ e transformation near a SBC singularity. This
transformation separates SBC and SBE orbits from nearby subsingularity
orbits on which J - L binaries collapse simultaneously. It enables us to
prove three important assertions and give the asymptotic behaviour of SBC
orbits.
In Section 4, we show the first important result: In the planar problem,
 .in the generalized Levi-Civita variables Definition 2.4 the collection of
SBC and SBE orbits, together with the singularity, form a real analytic
submanifold. From this, we are able to prove a statement similar to
Siegel's second statement on triple collisions on the three-body problem,
namely, if R and R are the collection of SBC and SBE orbits in phasec e
 .space i.e., in the original variables , respectively, then both R and Rc e
are real analytic. Then, we show that SBC orbits repel nearby orbits and
 .that SBE orbits repel nearby orbits in reverse time. Moreover, SBC SBE
 .orbits of J - L binaries do not accumulate on any SBC SBE orbit of L
binaries. This answers an important question about the behaviour of
nearby collision orbits.
In Section 5, we show our third and main assertion: The whole collec-
tion of SBC solutions is collectively branch-regularizable in the sense that
the coefficients of the convergent power series depend real analytically on
SBC initial conditions. This also can be called collecti¨ e analytic continua-
w x w xtion. Sperling 16 and Saari 13 have attempted to solve this problem
using explicit power series expansion but they succeeded in branch-regu-
larizing only a single orbit. The dependence of the coefficients of the
power series expansion on nearby collision orbits was not studied. It was
not even clear in their work that one can choose a real analytic submani-
fold of initial conditions that end in SBC singularities. Using our method,
 .we can choose a real analytic submanifold of collision ejection initial
 .  .conditions C ; R E ; R of codimension 1 in R R and show thatc e c e
the coefficients of the power series expansion depend on initial conditions
in C real analytically. Moreover, we show that the section mapping from C
to E is also real analytic. All this is done geometrically without having to
write down an actual power series, which shows that the collective branch-
regularizability of simultaneous binary collisions is due to the geometric
nature of the singularity.
In Section 6, we give the asymptotic behaviour of SBC orbits. In
particular, we show that on a collision orbit, the intrinsic energy of each
cluster converges as fast as t 4r3.
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We will show in Section 1.7 that our results cannot be obtained via the
standard blowing up techniques. It will be obvious also that there is no
adequate time rescaling that removes the SBC singularity without creating
w xa submanifold of degenerate rest points. In 6 we show that there is no
transformation that removes the SBC singularity without creating an
invariant collision manifold.
The main results and some of the preceding remarks will be stated more
precisely in Sections 1.6 and 1.7.
1. PRELIMINARIES
We are going to study the planar N-body problem in a neighbourhood of
a collision singularity at which exactly L binary collisions involving 2 L
particles occur, while the other M s N y 2 L particles stay apart and away
from the colliding pairs. Such a singularity is called a simultaneous binary
collision singularity and is abbreviated SBC singularity. We are going to use
a coordinate system that reflects this clustering.
1.1. Notations and Definitions
We call the 2 L particles that are involved in the simultaneous binary
collisions the troubled particles; the rest of the particles will be referred to
as untroubled. As usual, we assume that the center of mass is at the origin.
We denote the L troubled pairs by P , P , . . . , P . Let z g R2 be the1 2 L i
centre of mass of P and let m and m be the masses of its members. Fori i i
1 F i, j F L, i / j, let z s z y z / 0. Let x g R2 be the position vectori j j i i
of m relative to m , rescaled so that the intrinsic kinetic energy of P isi i i
1 2 2 L< <  .x . Let x s x , x , . . . , x g R . Let the mass of the k th untroubledÇi 1 2 L2
 .particle be n and let its position vector be y . Let y s y , y , . . . , y gk k 1 2 M
R2 M.
Define the SBC singularity set as
<D s x , y , z x s 0; z / 0, i / j; y / y , i / k ; y / z , for all i , j . . 4i j i k i j
It is clear that such a singularity is not isolated since z and y might vary.
Moreover, any point p g D is not isolated from subsingularities of the
form x s x s ??? s x s 0, for some J - L. However, any such point isi i i1 2 J w xisolated from all singularities with any other type of clustering 3 .
The Hamiltonian of this system can be written as the sum of two parts,
H and K, where H is the sum of the intrinsic Hamiltonians of the0 0
troubled L pairs, and K gives the interaction among the different pairs,
between each of the colliding pairs and the untroubled particles, and
among the untroubled particles themselves. Let x s X, y s Y, and z s Z.Ç Ç Ç
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Thus, we can write
L
H s H q K , K s S q W , H s a ,0 0 i
is1
21 ai2< <a s X y , i s 1, 2, . . . , L, 1.1 .i i < <2 xi
L M1 12 2< < < <S s M Z q n Y , 1.2 . i i k i2 2is1 ks1
L M
W s W q V q R , 1.3 .   i j i k k l
1Fi-jFL is1 ks1 1Fk-lFM
a bi j i j
W s y yi j < < < <z q e x y e x z y c x y e xi j i i j j i j i i j j
c di j i jy y , 1 F i - j F L,
< < < <z q e x q c x z y c x q c xi j i i j j i j i i j j
e fik ik
V s y y , 1 F i F L, 1 F k F M ,i k < < < <z q c x y y z y e x y yi i i k i i i k
n nk l
R s y , 1 F k - l F M .k l < <y y yl k
 .  .All the constants used in 1.1 ] 1.3 depend on the masses and are given
explicitly in Appendix A together with several useful relationships between
them.
 .It follows that near a SBC singularity, K x, y, z, Y, Z is real analytic in
all its arguments.
1.2. Equations of Motion
The equations of motion of this system are given by
a2iÇx s X , X s y x y = W ,Çi i i i x3 i< <2 xi
Çy s Y , Y s y = W ,Ç y
1.4 .
Çz s Z, Z s y = W ,Ç z
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 .²  .²where = W s ­ Wr­ x , ­ Wr­ x and x s x , x . = W and = Wx i1 i2 i i1 i2 y zi i i
are defined similarly.
Straightforward calculations, indicated in Appendix A, lead to the fol-
lowing lemma.
1.3. LEMMA. In a neighbourhood of a SBC singularity, the following are
true.
 .1. For all i s 1, 2, . . . , L, = W x, y, z is real analytic in all its argumentsx i
and has the following expansion:
 i. Ã= W s yl x , y , z x y h x , y , z s yf x , y , z , 1.5 .  .  . .x i i i ii
 i.  i. Ã .  .  .where x s x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x , l x , y, z / 0, and h x, y, z s1 iy1 iq1 L i i
 < < 2 .O x .i
 .  .2. The two ¨ectors = W x, y, z and = W x, y, z are real analytic in ally z
¨ariables.
w x1.4. LEMMA 3 . On collision and ejection orbits the ¨ariables a , z, Z, y,
and Y ha¨e finite limits.
 . w xLet A s a , z, Z, y, Y . Lemma 1.4, which was proved in 3 for a
general collision singularity, enables us to study the current problem near
a fixed but arbitrary A*. In fact, we will see that collision and ejection
orbits are partially parametrized by A.
1.5. DEFINITION. For the rest of this work, identify R2 with the com-
2plex plane C. Denote the complex conjugate of h g C by h. Let x s h r2,i i
< <  .X s w rh , G s w r w , and a be given by 1.1 , i s 1, 2, . . . , L. Thei i i i i i i
 .  .variables h, V s h, a , G, y, Y, z, Z are called the generalized Le¨i-Ci¨ ita
¨ariables.
1.6. Main Results
The object of this work is to prove the following four theorems.
THEOREM 1. A single binary collision in the N-body problem is real
analytic block-regularizable.
THEOREM 2. Near a SBC singularity the following are true:
 .1 In the generalized Le¨i-Ci¨ ita ¨ariables, the collection of collision
and ejection orbits, together with the singularity h s 0, form a real analytic
 .submanifold. We call this submanifold the collision]ejection CE manifold.
 .2 In the generalized Le¨i-Ci¨ ita ¨ariables, at each singular point a
unique collision orbit and a unique ejection orbit meet. If the singular point is
added we obtain a real analytic cur¨ e, which we call a collision]ejection orbit.
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 .  .  .3 Let R R be the set of collision ejection orbits near thec e
 .singularity in phase space i.e., in the original coordinates . Then, both Rc
and R are real analytic.e
 .4 SBC orbits of J - L binaries do not accumulate on any SBC orbit
of L binaries.
 .THEOREM 3. Let C ; R E ; R be a submanifold of initial conditionsc e
 .  .that end start in SBC SBE singularities. The following hold:
 .1 The two sets C and E can be chosen to be real analytic submani-
folds of codimension 1 in R and R , respecti¨ ely.c e
 .  .2 The one-to-one correspondence gi¨ en in part 2 of Theorem 2
defines a real analytic section mapping from C to E whose in¨erse is also real
analytic.
 .3 Each collision]ejection orbit can be written as a con¨ergent power
series in t1r3 in the form
x t s t 2r3f t1r3 , V 0 , V 0 g C , k s 1, 2, . . . , L, .  .k
 .  0.where f s, V is real analytic and f 0, V / 0. Thus, the coefficients of the
power series depend on the initial conditions in C in a real analytic fashion.
 . 1r3  .4 For k s 1, 2, . . . , L, t X t can be written as a con¨ergent powerk
series in t1r3 in the form
t1r3X t s c t1r3 , V 0 , V 0 g C , k s 1, 2, . . . , L, .  .k
 .  0.where c s, V is real analytic and c 0, V / 0. Thus, the coefficients of the
power series depend on the initial conditions in C in a real analtyic fashion.
1r3  1r3 0.Moreo¨er, the classical result lim t X t , V / 0 follows.t ª 0
In the following theorem we collect information about the asymptotic
behaviour of SBC orbits, which will be given more explicitly in Section 6.1.
THEOREM 4. On collision and ejection orbits the following hold:
 . 0 0  4r3.1 For k s 1, 2, . . . , L, lim a exists, say a , and a s a q O t .k k k k
 . < <2 For k s 1, 2, . . . , L, the unit ¨ector x r x has a definite limit.k k
 . < <  .3 Let r s x , k s 1, 2, . . . , L, r s r , r , . . . , r . Letk k 1 2 L
 .  .a , a , . . . , a be as in 1.1 . Then1 2 L
r a2r3k
lim s s , s s , k s 1, 2, . . . , L.k 4r3< <r  a’ jG1 j
 .  < <.  < <.4 For k s 1, 2, 3, . . . , L, both lim x r x and lim X r X existk k k k
and are equal.
 . y15 For i, k s 1, 2, 3, . . . , L, x x has a definite finite limit.i k
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 .  .  .1.7. Remarks. 1 We call assertions 3 and 4 of Theorem 2 collec-
wti¨ e analytic continuation or collecti¨ e branch regularization. Sperling 16,
x w x  .  .Theorem 411 and Saari 13 attempted parts 3 and 4 of Theorem 2.
However, they could prove these assertions only for a single orbit. The
dependence of the coefficients of the power series on the initial conditions
in C is not investigated. In fact, the existence of the real analytic
submanifold C , which consists of the initial conditions ending in a SBC
singularity, was not known.
 .2 We would like to point out that the real analytic dependence on
initial conditions is restricted to the set C , that is, to collision]ejection
orbits. This might not be the case if we extend the section map to a map
from collision and near-collision orbits to ejection and near-ejection orbits.
The strongest result known about the smoothness of this section mapping
w x 1is for the collinear case: We showed in 4 that this section mapping is a C
diffeomorphism, that is, any SBC singularity in the collinear n-body
problem is C1-block-regularizable.
 .3 Theorem 2 will be proved using Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem
1 is in several steps. We start, in Section 2, by finding a suitable generaliza-
tion of the Levi-Civita variables in which we replace each variable w byi
< <the unit vector w r w and the intrinsic energy of the pair P , which wei i i
denoted earlier by a . This is the essential analogue of using the constanti
energy of the two-body problem in the standard Levi-Civita transformation
to reduce the order of the singularity in the transformed vector field.
In the present situation we will find that there is no adequate time
rescaling that regularizes the singularity without creating a submanifold of
degenerate rest points. So, instead, in Section 3, we introduce another
transformation which we call the projecti¨ e transformation near a SBC
singularity. The projective transformation is defined in a ``cone'' whose
 .``vertex'' is the singularity set. See Figs. 1 and 2. The cone is lifted to an
open subset of a projective space. The singularity is blown up. The
transformation separates SBC orbits from nearby orbits and reduces the
SBC singularity to a one-dimensional singularity that can be regularized
with one simple time rescaling. The time rescaling reverses the direction of
the vector field on ejection orbits. The collection of collision and ejection
orbits together with the singularity itself form what we call the
 .collision]ejection CE manifold. The CE manifold is lifted to the lifted
collision]ejection manifold, which appears as the stable manifold of a
strictly normally hyperbolic submanifold of rest points in a neighbourhood
of which the transformed vector field is real analytic. Thus, the lifted CE
manifold is real analytic. Then, we will prove that the CE manifold also is
 .real analytic. The different lifted collision ejection orbits are parametrized
 .  .by the intrinsic energies a s a , a , . . . , a and G, z, Z, y, Y . At each1 2 L
rest point a unique lifted collision orbit and a unique lifted ejection orbit
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 .meet, and both correspond to the same V s a , G, z, Z, y, Y . Together
they form the one-dimensional stable manifold of the rest point, one
``side'' of which is a lifted collision orbit and the other is the lifted ejection
orbit with the same V. Because of this structure, we will be able to prove
 .the collective analytic continuation or collective branch regularization
without having to write down a power series expansion or worry about
restricting initial conditions to those ending in a SBC or whether we can
find a real analytic submanifold of such initial conditions. The collective
analytic continuation will be proved in Section 5.
 . < <4 The unit vector rr r gives the configuration of the relative sizes of
 .the L collapsing pairs. Part 3 of Theorem 3 shows that this configuration
has a well defined limit. Furthermore, it shows that this limit is determined
uniquely by the masses. This is similar to the phenomena of central
configurations in the total collapse of n bodies. This assertion Theorem
 ..3 3 is not a peculiarity of SBC singularity in the planar n-body problem:
w xIn 3 we proved the same assertion for a general collision singularity at
which several clusters}not necessarily binaries and not necessarily planar
}collapse simultaneously. However, for SBC, it follows by inspection.
 .5 The assertions that involve real analyticity cannot be proved using
the McGehee transformation because it does not lead to a real analytic
vector field in simultaneous collisions: The McGehee transformation would
reduce the singularity to a factor of ry3r2, which appears only in the
Ç intrinsic variables of each cluster but not in z and Z the positions andÇ
.velocities of the centres of mass of the different clusters components of
the vector field. Rescaling time by a factor of r 3r2 would result in a vector
field that is not real analytic near the singularity. Moreover, each collision
 .  .ejection rest points would have a stable unstable manifold of dimension
greater than 1. In our problem the dimension would be L, where only the
physical side, given by r ) 0, would be meaningful. Moreover, the two
types of rest points would be separated i.e., lie in two disjoint open sets
.with disjoint closures and we would not be able to recover each collision
orbit and the corresponding ejection orbit as a regularized one orbit.
2. THE GENERALIZED LEVI-CIVITA VARIABLES
2.1. DEFINITION. Identify R2 with the complex plane C. For i s
1, 2, . . . , L, let
h 2 wi i 2 2x s , X s , b s 2 a ,i i i i2 hi
and normalize the masses so that L b2r3 s 1.js1 j
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2.2.
Straightforward calculations show the following.
 .1 When written in complex numbers, f s y= W is given byi x i
­ W
2f h , y , z s y2 s yh g h , y , z , i s 1, 2, . . . , L, .  .i i i­ xi
 .where g h, y, z is real analytic and takes the formi
g h , y , z s k h  i. , y , z q h h , y , z , i s 1, 2, . . . , L, .  . .i i i
  i. .   i. .   i. .  .k h , y, z s l x , y, z r2 / 0, l x , y, z is given by 1.5 , andi i i
 .h 0, y, z s 0.i
< < 2 2w y bk k 2< <2 w s y h h g h , y , z , k s 1, 2, . . . , L. .  .Çk k k k2< <h hk k
 .  .3 It follows from 1.1 that
< < 2 < < 2 22a h s w y b , k s 1, 2, . . . , L,k k k k
L
H s a q K . k
ks1
2.1 .
 .The first L integrals of 2.1 are used to reduce the order of the
singularity in w from hy3 to hy1 as in the standard Levi-Civita transfor-Çk k k
mation for the two-body problem. In the two-body problem the intrinsic
energy a is the total energy and hence is an integral of motion. In the
present case we have to introduce a , k s 1, 2, . . . , L, as new variables ink
order to reduce the singularity in w , which is justified in view of LemmaÇk
1.4. Now we have more variables than what the degrees of freedom allow.
It is not hard to show that in the variables h, w, a , y, Y, z, and Z, the
 .integrals in 2.1 define a regular submanifold near h s 0. However, near
< < 2 < < 2 2 2the SBC singularity each w s 2a h q b is close to b ) 0. Thus,k k k k k
2< < < <’the branch w s q b q 2a h is well defined near the singularity.k k k k
We take advantage of this fact and replace each variable w by a andk k
< <G s w r w .k k k
< <2.3. DEFINITION. Let G s w r w , k s 1, 2, . . . , L, V sk k k
 .  .  .a , G, y, Y, z, Z , and p s h, V . Let p* s 0, V * be arbitrary but fixed.
Let G s u q i¨ . Since G is a unit vector, we can assume, without loss of1 1
generality, that u* ) 0 and ¨* ) 0. Let
< < < <V s h , V V y V * - d , h - « . 2.2 4 .  .
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Let « , d ) 0 be small enough so that the following hold on V :
 .i u ) 0 and ¨ ) 0,
 .ii z / z , for i / j, i, j s 1, 2, . . . , L,i j
 .iii y / y , i / j, i, j s 1, 2, . . . , M,i j
 . < <iv w ) b r2, k s 1, 2, . . . , L.k k
Moreover, define the following two singularity sets, the second of which
is the SBC singularity:
V s h , V g V h s 0, for some i s 1, 2, . . . , L , 2.3 .  . 40 i
J s h , V g V h s 0 . 2.4 4 .  .
2.4. DEFINITION. The generalized Le¨i-Ci¨ ita transformation is given by
h , V ª x , X , y , Y , z , Z , h , V g V R V . .  .  . 0
Notice that in the generalized Levi-Civita variables each collision ejec-
.  .tion orbit is lifted to 2 L orbits coded by h , « G , « s "1. However, byk k k k
taking a fixed but arbitrary V *, we work on an open set of one leaf of this
covering. We choose « s q1, k s 1, 2, . . . , L. The behaviour on thek
other leaves is similar.
2.5. The Transformed Vector Field
 .In the generalized Levi-Civita variables the vector field 1.4 takes the
following form on V R V :0
< <w Gk k
h s ,Çk 2< <hk
1 4 4Ç < < < <G s 2a h y h h g y G Re G h 2a y h g , . 5k k k k k k k k k k k k2< < < <w hk k
2.5 .< <a s y w Re G h g h , y , z , .Çk k k k k
Çy s Y , Y s F ,Ç
Çz s Z, Z s G,Ç
where
2 2< < < < < <’w s w G , w s q 2a h q b , k s 1, 2, . . . , L.k k k k k k k
2.6. Proof of Theorem 1. Without loss of generality, we study the vector
 . < <field 2.5 near the single binary collision h s 0, and h ) b ) 0, k s1 k
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 .2, . . . , L, for some b ) 0. Introduce a new time s in the vector field 2.5
by
d d2< <s h .1ds dt
The resulting vector field is real analytic near the singularity under
consideration. Furthermore, the singularity is removed. Since the general-
ized Levi-Civita transformation is real analytic away form the singularity,
the section map from collision and near-collision orbits to ejection and
near-ejection orbits is real analytic. Thus, the singularity is real analytic
block-regularizable.
3. THE PROJECTIVE TRANSFORMATION NEAR A SBC
SINGULARITY
The generalized Levi-Civita variables of Section 2 do not include a new
 .rescaled time. The vector field 2.5 is still singular whenever h s 0, fori
some i s 1, 2, . . . , L. It is not very productive to regularize these singulari-
ties by simply rescaling time as in the two-body problem because h has
many components and the only factor that would eliminate these singulari-
< < 2 < < 2 < < 2ties altogether is h h ??? h . However, then each of these singulari-I 2 L
ties, except the single binary collision ones, would be replaced by a
submanifold of degenerate rest points. Instead of rescaling time, first we
apply another transformation, which we call the projecti¨ e transformation
near a SBC singularity. We need this transformation to separate the SBC
singularity h s 0 from nearby subsingularities of the form h s h si i1 2
??? s h s 0, for some J - L. The projective transformation also reducesi J
the SBC singularity to a singularity in one real variable, which can be
eliminated by a simple time rescaling. The time rescaling reverses the
direction of the vector field on ejection orbits. Because of the 2 L covering
inherited from the generalized Levi-Civita variables, each collision ejec-
. Ltion orbit is now represented by 2 orbits. We have already chosen an
open set of a fixed but arbitrary leaf of the covering. After applying the
projective transformation, the collision singularity will appear as a nor-
mally hyperbolic submanifold of rest points. One ``side'' of its stable
manifold is made up of lifted collision orbits; the other of lifted ejection
orbits.
3.1. DEFINITION. Let h s b q ig . Let 0 - T - T and define a sec-1 0 1
tor T by
T s h , V g V R V b / 0, T b - g - T b . 3.1 .  . 40 0 1
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Ç y2< < < <From Definition 2.3, it follows that in V R V , b s h w u ) 0 and,0 1 1
hence, b p 0 on collision orbits and b o 0 on ejection orbits.
 .3.2. DEFINITION. For h, V g T let
g hk
T s , S s , k s 2, 3, . . . , L, 3.2 .kb h1
and define a new time variable t by
d b 3 1 q T 2 d .
s y . 3.3 .
< <dt u w dt1
The projective transformation near a SBC singularity is given by
t , b , T , S , . . . , S , V ª t , h , V . .  .2 L
3.3. The Transformed Vector Field
 .In the new variables and time the vector field 2.5 takes the form
b9 s yb ,
¨
T 9 s T y ,
u
b 2 24 2u9 q i¨ 9 s y 2a 1 q iT y b 1 q T 1 q iT g y u q i¨ .  .  .  . 1 13< <u w1
24 2=Re u y i¨ 2a 1 q iT y b 1 q T 1 q iT g , 3.4 .  .  .  .  . / 51 1
b 4 1 q T 2 .
Xa s y Re 1 y iT G g , .1 1 1u
and for k s 2, 3, . . . , L,
4 2 < <b 1 q T w . kXa s y Re 1 y iT G S g , .k k k k< <u w1
b 2 2 4X 4 2 < <G s y 2a 1 q iT S y b 1 q T 1 q iT g S S .  .  .k k k k k k2 2< < < < < <u w w S1 k k
2 44 2 < <yG Re G S 2a 1 q iT y b 1 q T 1 q iT S g , .  .  . / 5k k k k k k
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2< < < < < <G 1 y iT w w u q i¨ G S S .  .k k 1 k k kXS s y 1 y ,k 22 < <w< < < <u 1 q T S w . kk 1
b 3 1 q T 2 b 3 1 q T 2 .  .
y9 s y Y , Y 9 s y F ,
< < < <u w u w1 1
b 3 1 q T 2 b 3 1 q T 2 .  .
z9 s y Z, Z9 s y G,
< < < <u w u w1 1
where
2 22< < < < < <’w s q b q 2a h S , k s 1, 2, . . . , L,k k k 1 k
G s u q i¨ .1
 .3.4. Remarks. 1 Although the sector T is not an open neighbour-
hood of p*, it is lifted by the projective transformation to an open subset
of
L1 Ly1 L 1 L L M MQ s R = R P = C P = R = S = C = C = C = C . .
 .  .Let q s b , T , S, V s b , T , S , . . . , S , a , G, z, Z, y, Y g Q. Let2 L
< < < <Us q g Q VyV * -d , b -« , 0-T -T-T , S /0, ks2, . . . , L . 40 1 k
3.5 .
 .The vector field 3.4 is real analytic in the open neighbourhood U.
 .2 The projective transformation has separated the SBC and SBE
orbits from nearby orbits that might run into subsingularities of the form
h s h s ??? s h s 0 for some J - L. Such a subsingularity is mappedi i i1 2 J
to S s ??? s S s 0, which lies outside U. We will see that the onlyi i1 J
orbits that stay in U are SBC and SBE orbits of the L binaries.
 .3 Moreover, the projective transformation reduced the SBC singular-
ity to a singularity in one real variable, namely, b , which allowed us to
 .regularize the singularity in U with one simple time rescaling 3.3 .
 .4 The projective transformation blows up the SBC singularity J
 .given by 2.4 to a submanifold of U given by
LJ s q g U b s 0 , 3.6 4  .
which we call the blown up SBC submanifold.
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 .5 When viewed as real manifolds, dim J s 6L q 4M, while dim
JL s 6L q 4M q 2 L y 1. In fact, a point p g J is blown up to a
 . L  <  .  .42 L y 1 -dimensional submanifold p s q g U b s 0, V q s V p .
Notice that
dim JL s dim J q dim p L , p g J.
 .  . L6 The vector field 3.4 is real analytic on U, which contains J .
 .7 Straightforward calculations show that the rest points of the vector
 . Lfield 3.4 are all on J and form a submanifold.
1r3¨ bkL LJ s q g J b s 0, T s , S s u y i¨ G . 3.7 .  .0 k k / 5u b1
 . L8 Notice that dim J s 6L q 4M s dim J. We will see that the0
SBC singularity J corresponds to JL. We call JL the lifted SBC singu-0 0
larity.
 .  .9 The time rescaling 3.3 reverses the direction of the vector field on
the ejection side of J. However, this is all right since, as we will see soon,
the projective transformation separates collision]ejection orbits from
nearby orbits.
 .3.5. THEOREM. For sufficiently small « , d ) 0, the ¨ector field 3.4 is
real analytic in a neighbourhood of the blown up SBC submanifold JL. The
lifted SBC singularity JL is a normally hyperbolic submanifold of rest points.0
Each point on JL is a partially hyperbolic rest point whose 0-centre manifold0
is JL itself. All the other eigen¨alues of the linearized ¨ector field are the0
same for all points of JL and gi¨ en by y1, with eigenspace in the b-direc-0
tion; 1, with eigenspace in the T direction; 1 and 3, with eigenspace in the
S -direction, k s 2, 3, L. It follows that each rest point in JL has a one-k 0
dimensional local stable manifold in the b direction.
Proof. The only statement that requires a proof is the one about the
eigenvalues. First we view each complex variable as a vector in R2. All the
entries of the linear part of the vector field that are on the rows corre-
sponding to y, Y, z, Z, a , and G , k s 1, 2, . . . , L, vanish due to thek k
presence of at least b 2 in the corresponding components of the vector
 .  .field. We are left with L 2 = 2 blocks: one for b , T , which we denote
by B , and one block for each S , which we denote by B , k s 2, 3, . . . , L.0 k k
All the entries to the right of these blocks also vanish. We will show that
the eigenvalues of B are 1 and y1, and that the eigenvalues of each B ,0 k
k s 2, 3, . . . , L, are 1 and 3. This will prove the assertion about the normal
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hyperbolicity of JL. Moreover, because of the structure of the linear part0
that we have just described, the eigenspaces are obviously as stated in the
theorem. Therefore, we need only find the eigenvalues of the L blocks
mentioned previously. Let us denote a rest point by p and view S as ak
column vector in R2.
Let z s x q iy and consider a vector function of the form
Re g z , z .
f x , y s . .
Im g z , z .
Thus,
­ f x , y Re g q g yIm g y g .  .  .z z z zs , ) .
Im g q g Re g y g­ x , y  .  . . z z z z
where subscripts denote partial differentiation.
 .  .  .Let G s exp iw , G s exp iw , and D s 2 w y w , for k s1 1 k k k k 1
 .  .2, 3, . . . , L. Applying ) to 3.4 we obtain
2 q cos D sin Dk kB s , k s 2, 3, . . . , L.k sin D 2 y cos Dk k
It is not hard to show that the eigenvalues of each B are 1 and 3 fork
 .k s 2, 3, . . . , L. Moreover, it is easy to show that B s diag y1, 1 .0
 . L3.6. COROLLARY. 1 E¨ery point in J has a one-dimensional real0
analytic local stable manifold in the direction of the ¨ariable b. Moreo¨er,
L  L.since J is normally hyperbolic, its local stable manifold W J is real0 0
analytic.
 .  .2 Because of the structure of the linear part of the ¨ector field 3.4
 . Ldescribed in Theorem 3.5 , the local stable manifold of J can be written as0
T s x b , V , S s C b , V , k s 2, 3, . . . , L, 3.8 .  .  .k k
where x , C , C , . . . , C are real analytic in b and V and do not ¨anish.2 3 L
 . L3 Thus, we can assume that the local stable manifold of J is gi¨ en by0
T s x b , V , S s C b , V , k s 2, 3, . . . , L. .  .k k
4. THE COLLISION]EJECTION MANIFOLD
 .  .  .Proof of Theorem 2. 1 Recall that by Corollary 3.6 2 , x b , V ,
 .  .  .C b , V , C b , V , . . . , C b , V are real analytic and do not vanish.2 3 L
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Now,
g s b T s bx b , V , .
h s b q ig s b 1 q iT s b 1 q ix b , V , .  . .1 4.1 .
h s h S s b 1 q ix b , V C b , V , k s 2, 3, . . . , L. .  . .k 1 k k
If we let b ª 0 " , we can see that the local stable manifold of JL0
 .projects down to the collection of collision and ejection orbits via 4.1 to
form a submanifold in the Levi-Civita variables which we call the colli-
sion]ejection manifold and denote by S . Since the local stable manifold of
L  .J is real analytic, 4.1 provides a real analytic chart for the0
 .collision]ejection manifold S near p* s 0, V * given by
b , V ª h b , V , V . 4.2 .  .  . .
Thus, the collision]ejection manifold is real analytic. Recall that p* is an
arbitrary SBC singularity point.
 .  1.2 Each 0, V g J l S corresponds to a unique rest point of the
 .  .vector field 3.4 , given by 3.7 , which has a one-dimensional local stable
manifold. It follows that there is a unique collision orbit that ends at
 1.0, V and a unique ejection orbit that starts there; together, they form a
 .real analytic collision]ejection orbit. Recall that the time rescaling 3.3
reverses the direction of ejection orbits.
 .3 Notice that the mapping of Definition 2.4, which defines the
generalized Levi-Civita variables, is real analytic in VrV and that the0
projective transformation is also real analytic in the sector T. Thus,
 L. LW J _ J , which consists of two disjoint components, is mapped back to0 0
a real analytic submanifold S R J, which has two disjoint components
R , which consists of collision orbits, and R , which consits of ejectionc e
orbits. Thus, R and R are real analytic.c e
 . L  L.4 Notice that J is normally hyperbolic, with stable manifold W J0 0
in the b direction. The unstable directions are T , S , k s 2, 3, . . . , L.k
Thus, near-collision orbits are repelled and near-ejection orbits are re-
pelled in reverse time. Hence, subsingularity orbits of J - L binaries do
not accumulate on the SBC singularity of L binaries. See Figs. 1 and 2.
In Fig. 1 we show schematically the flow inside the sector T for two
SBCs in the four-body problem, i.e., L s 2 and N s 4. SBC orbits meet
SBE orbits at the SBC singularity set S to form the real analtyic
 .collision]ejection manifold. Nearby SBC SBE orbits of J - L binaries
 .leave the sector T in reverse time . Notice that dim S s 6L s 12.
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FIGURE 1
5. COLLECTIVE ANALYTIC CONTINUATION
 .Proof of Theorem 3. If we use the coordinate system given by 4.1 and
 .  .4.2 on S and use b as time, the restriction of the vector field 2.5 to S
can be extended through the singularity J l S and takes the following
form on S :
b9 s 1, V 9 s F b , V , 5.1 .  .
 .where F b , V is real analytic.
 . 0  . < 41 For sufficiently small m ) 0, let C s h, V g S b s ym and
0  . < 4E s h, V g S b s m . It follows that they are both real analytic and
mapped under the generalized Levi-Civita transformation to two real
analytic submanifolds of initial conditions C and E.
 .  .  .2 The flow of 2.5 is not defined at J l S . However, by part 2
 . 0 0 0Theorem 2, the flow of 2.5 induces a section mapping P : C ª E ,
 .which coincides with the one induced by the vector field 5.1 . Whereas the
 . 0vector field 5.1 is real analytic, the section mapping P is real analytic.
Again, whereas the mapping of Definition 2.4, which defines the general-
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FIGURE 2
ized Levi-Civita variables, is real analytic in VrV and the projective0
transformation is also real analytic in the sector T, it follows that the
section map P 0 induces a real analytic section map P: C ª E.
 .3 It follows also that each collision]ejection orbit can be written as a
 0.convergent power series in b , in the form h s h b , V , with coefficients
 0.depending on initial conditions m, V g C in a real analytic fashion, and
 0.h 0, V s 0.
 .  .  .  .From 3.3 , 3.4 , 3.8 , and 4.1 it follows that on such an orbit
22 2 0< <w s q b q 2a b 1 q x b , V b , V ,’  . . /1 1 1
5.22  .2 0b 1 q x b , V b , V .dt  . / 2 0s s b f b , V b , V , . .
< <db u w1
 .  .where f b , V is real analytic in all its variables, f 0, V / 0, and V s
 0.  0.V b , V is real analytic where ym, V g C. For simplicity, we will
 0.continue to denote points in C by ym, V . Thus,
3 0 0t s b h V q P b , V , 5.3 .  . .
 0.  0. 3where h b , V is real analytic and P 0, V s 0. If we write t s s in
 .5.3 , we have
1r30 0s s b h V q P b , V . ) .  . .
 0.  .Because h V / 0, by elementary inverse function theorem, ) can be
inverted to
1r3 0 1r3 0b s t g V q Q t , V , 5.4 .  .  .
 0.  0.  0.  .where g V and Q s, V are real analytic, g V / 0, and Q 0, V s 0.
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Thus, for sufficiently small m ) 0, each collision]ejection orbit can be
written as a convergent power series in t1r3, with coefficients depending on
 0.initial conditions ym, V g C in a real analytic fashion:
h t , V 0 s t1r3c t1r3 , V 0 , k s 1, 2, . . . , L, .  .k k
 0.  0.  0.where c s, V is real analytic and c 0, V s g V / 0. Squaring andk k
dividing by 2, we obtain
x t , V 0 s t 2r3f t1r3 , V 0 , k s 1, 2, . . . , L, .  .k k
 0.  0.  0.2where f s, V is real analytic and f 0, V s g V / 0.k k
 .  1r3 0.  1r3 0.4 Recall that X t , V s x t , V . Thus,Çk k
2 t1r3 ­fk1r3 1r3 0 1r3 0 1r3 0t X t , V s f t , V q t , V , .  .  .k k3 3 ­ s
1r3 0 1r3  1r3 0.which is real analytic in t and V , and lim t X t , V st ª 0 k
2 0 .f 0, V / 0.k3
6. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF COLLISION ORBITS
In this section we describe the asymptotic behaviour of SBC and SBE
w xorbits. These assertions, except for the first one, were obtained first in 5
and served as a motivation to define the projective transformation Section
.3 . However, they are not needed for the present work; in fact, we include
them here for completeness and for the fact that, at this point, they follow
almost by inspection without having to go through the calculations used
w xin 5 .
Consider a collision orbit ¨ that approaches the singularity set J asq
 . 0  0. 0h ª 0, t p 0. By Theorem 2 2 , it approaches a point p s 0, V , V s
 0 0 0 0 0 0.a , G , z , Z , y , Y . There is a unique ejection orbit ¨ that ap-y
proaches p0 as h ª 0, t o 0. We will study the asymptotic behaviour of
both orbits together. Recall that b2 s 2 a2, i s 1, 2, . . . , L, and thati i
L b2r3 s 1. The following theorem follows immediately.js1 j
6.1 THEOREM. On a collision or ejection orbit that approaches p0 as
h ª 0, the following are true:
1 a s a 0 q O t 4r3 , k s 1, 2, . . . , L, .  .k k
2 lim w s b G0 , . k k k
b1r3k0 0 03 lim S s S s G G , . k k k 11r3b1
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¨ 0
4 lim T s , . 0u
hk 05 lim s G . . k< <hk
 . < <  .6 For k s 1, 2, . . . , L, let r s h , r s r , r , . . . , r , and x sk k 1 2 L
< <rr r . Then
lim x s b1r3 , b1r3 , . . . , b1r3 . .1 2 L
1r3 1r3 0 0 .  .  .7 For i, k s 1, 2, . . . , L, lim h rh s b rb G G .k i k i k i
2r3 2r3 0 0 2 .  . w x8 For i, k s 1, 2, . . . , L, lim x rx s a ra G G .k i k i k i
 .9 The ¨ariables a , z, Z, y, and Y ha¨e finite limits on collision and
ejection orbits.
 .  < <.  < <.  0.210 For k s 1, 2, . . . , L, lim x r x s lim X r X s G .k k k k k
 . < <  .11 Let r s x , k s 1, 2, . . . , L, r s r , r , . . . , r . Thenk k 1 2 L
2r3 4r3 < <.lim rr r s s , where s s a r  a .’k k jG1 j
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. 1 From 2.1 , 3.3 , 3.4 , and 5.4 it follows that on a
collision orbit
dak 1r3 1r3s t c q A t , . .k kdt
 .  .where c / 0, A s is real analytic, and A 0 s 0. Integrating, we obtaink k k
the assertion.
2 22 0 . < < < < < <’2 lim w s lim w G s lim G b q 2a h S s b G .k k k k k k 1 k k k
 .3 The lifted collision]ejection orbit that corresponds to ¨ forms"
the one-dimensional local stable manifold of a rest point of the vector field
0 1r3 1r3 0 0 .  .3.4 at which S s b rb G G .k k 1 k 1
 . 0 0 04 At this rest point, T s ¨ ru .
 .  . 0 05 Recall that h s b 1 q iT and that u q i¨ is a unit vector.1
Thus, whereas G , . . . , G are unit vectors,1 L
h b 1 q iT .1 0 0 0lim s lim s u q i¨ ss G ,12< < ’h bª0 b 1 q T1
h h Sk 1 k 0lim s lim s G , k s 2, 3, . . . , L.k< < < < < <h h Sk 1 k
2 2’ ’ . < <6 Whereas r s b 1 q T and r s b S 1 q T , k s1 k k
2, 3, . . . , L, it follows that
22’< < < <r s b 1 q T 1 q S . j( jG2
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Whereas  b2r3 s 1,j j
1r3< <r S b rb .k k k 1 1r3s ª s b .k2r32< <r < <1 q  S’  b rb’  .jG 2 j jG1 j 1
 .  .  .7 Follows from 5 and 6 .
 .  . 28 Follows from 7 and the fact that x s h r2, k s 1, 2, . . . , L.k k
 .9 This assertion follows immediately because on each collision or
 .  0. 0  0 0 0 0 0 0.ejection orbit h, V ª 0, V and V s a , G , z , Z , y , Y .
 .  . 210 This assertion follows from 5 and the fact that x s h r2 andk k
X s w rh .k k k
2 2 .  .11 This follows from 6 and the fact that b s 2 a , i s 1, 2, . . . , L.i i
APPENDIX A
A.1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS. For i s 1, 2, . . . , L, let j and h bei i
the position vectors of m and m , respectively. Leti i
x s M x , x s h y j ,’ Ã Ãi i i i i i
m m m mi i i i
M s , c s , e s .i i im q m m q m M m q m M .  .’ ’i i i i i i i i
Thus
j s z y e x , h s z q c x .i i i i i i i i
For 1 F i - j F L, let
a s m m b s m m ,i j i j i j i j
c s m m , d s m m ,i j i j i j i j
2a s 2m m M .’i i i i
For 1 F i F L and 1 F k F K let
e s m n , f s m n .i k i k ik i k
A.2. Proof of Lemma 1.3. The fact that these functions are real ana-
lytic in a neighbourhood of a SBC singularity follows because at such a
singularity z / 0, for i - j, y / y , for k / l, and y / z , for all i and k.i j l k k i
The assertions about which powers appear follow by differentiating each
function using the values of the constants given above; in particular, the
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following relations are essential:
e a s c b , e c s c d , e a s c ci i j i i j i i j i i j i k i i k i
e b s c d , c e s e f , . . . , etc.,i k i i k i i i k i ik
for 1 F i - j F L and k s 1, 2, . . . , M.
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